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Introduction 

n  Summary of SPICE team MOSAIC discussion 
•  Linear N-S mosaic is favoured. This would be advanced in longitude 

from disk-centre some 15-25 degs (depending on modelling), and 
spanning perhaps +/-60 or 70 degrees in latitude 

•  RE distance:  
•  Resolution is not the biggest driver for SPICE 
•  Also connectivity is hard, so we may need to try several methods.  
Trade-off between trying mosaics at large distances away from 
perihelion, where the SPICE FoV is larger, and large scans at close to 
perihelion where the solar wind is perhaps less modified. 

•  20-30 mins integration per dwell as example (corresponds to 6” slit, 
10s integration time) 

•  Single column, six dwells long, as example. This should take ~ 2-3 
hours in the example above. 

•  1 mosaic per day, to : 
•  cover large area to find the connection site (a posteriori) 
•  observe the same region few times to measure evolution of FIP  
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Example diagram starting with the 
perihelion case – not the baseline 

Example show is N-S 1x6 mosaic, at 0.28 AU. 
“Latitude” (actually referenced to sub-satellite point) is centred. 
“Longitude” is leading the sub-satellite point. Actual value chosen would 
depend on modelling, but could be 15 – 25 deg of longitude (diagram 
shows 15 deg) 
 
FoV shown is the SPICE FoV for any slit size below 30” with full 
scanning. N.b. better latitude coverage can be obtained with the same 
pattern by rolling to ~90 deg, at the cost of worse longitude coverage.  
 
Overlap shown is simply SC-APE (Actual APE should be smaller but 
SPICE misalignment not yet taken into account!) 
 
SPICE team estimates < 30 mins per dwell (to do the SPICE-internal 
raster) => 3 hours to do the mosaic. This time seems fine.  
Does not seem too disturbing for other instruments. 
Also an important thing is that we want to avoid slews inside of the 
pass, and so as long as the total mosaic is < say 12 hours then this 
aspect should be ok. 
 
Note that both guaranteed width and height in this example are quite 
limited. I could imagine that a perihelion mosaic like this could end up 
needing two columns, and twice the dwells in each. Would increase the 
duration to 12 hours => means that the activity is starting to dominate 
RS-ops in this period, marginally ok still from out-of-pass perspective. 
 

16’ 

11.1’ 

“Guaranteed” coverage in this example has size 9’ x 42.1’ 
Spans approx 10 deg sub-satellite referenced longitude &+/-21 deg sub-
satellite referenced latitude (much less than desired).  
6 dwells and 5 internal slews within the linear mosaic 

3.5’ 
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Adding Roll – fairly extreme 30 deg roll shown, 
which corresponds to pseudo-roll near end of mission 
using the orbit-normal reference 

Option 1. Stack the skewed FoVs 
Jagged edge on observed area. 
Pattern gets a little taller and a little narrow (compare effect when 
FoV is 90 deg rotated) 

Option 2. Keep the FoVs linear but allow the longitude to drift 
Probably not OK for the high roll angle shown. Could be viable for 
smaller roll angles (like 5 degrees)  

Option 3 (re-establishes diagram of previous slide). Roll specifically to a solar north aligned roll-angle for the 
mosaic. 
OK for comms rolls since the mosaic should occur out-of-pass as discussed earlier.  
Adds about an hour total (30 mins out, 30 mins back) if done at the low roll-rate, less if done faster 
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Example non-perihelion diagram 

Example now show is N-S 1x6 raster, at 0.57 AU. (Distances of the more 
separated RSWs vary a lot. This value taken as twice the minimum 
distance, and fairly typical) 
 
Very clear how much better coverage this gives for the same mosaic size. 
Fully consistent with the SPICE team approach of 1x6 mosaic done at 
distance 
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Comments on Daily Mosaic 

•  what overlap in longitude we would have if we let the relative drift sun-sc 
determine the next mosaic position (relative to solar surface).  
Rough calculation: 

 - At perihelion: the relative drift over day will be ~ 7 degrees min.  
 - At 0.28AU, SPICE FOV covers ~[-8,+8] degrees of longitude 

(relative to boresight). Taking into account APE, only 9/16 (56%) of that 
span width is guaranteed, i.e. 9 degrees in total.  

 => at perihelion, repeating the mosaic once per day, there is no 
guarantee that we cover the same area twice. (see 1 SPICE FOV to the East 
on slide 3 to illustrate the problem). 
 

 - At larger distances, relative speed isfaster (up to ~13 degrees/
day at 1 AU), but SPICE FOV will cover more area, ~33 degrees in longitude 
for 0.57 AU - example on slide 5. ~18.5 degrees span width will be 
guaranteed. Again that does not guarantee that we observe the same point 
on the disk twice.  

 - BTW, I did not take into account the change in solar latitude of 
the boresight over 1 day. 


